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1. Which of the following is not a pair of definitions often given to research?

     	--->> Operational and Conceptual

     	      Operational and Empirical

     	      Contextual and Conceptual

     	      Conceptual and Empirical

2. A relation where the correlation between two phenomena cannot be explained by a 
third factor is called:

     	      Spurious

     	--->> Non-spurious

     	      Perfect correlation

     	      Imperfect correlation

3. Which of these best describes a Variable?

     	      Theoretically defined concept that measures an element

     	      Operational boundaries of measurement

     	      Statistical boundaries of measurement

     	--->> Empirically applicable concepts that assumes two or more values

4. A conceptual justification of a co-variation can be referred to as:

     	--->> Theorization

     	      Conceptualisation

     	      Operationalisation

     	      Regression

5. One of these is not an alternative name to Dependent Variable.

     	      Criterion variable
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     	      Observed variable

     	--->> Moderating variable

     	      Endogenous variable

6. One of the following is a major source of Hypotheses.

     	      Experiments

     	--->> Intuition

     	      Facts

     	      Imagination

7. Two or more variables moving in opposite direction give rise to a condition of:

     	      Correlation

     	      Bi-variation

     	--->> Co-variation

     	      Regression

8. A procedure where observations are systematically assigned symbols is referred to 
as:

     	--->> Measurement

     	      Research Design

     	      Methodology

     	      Operationalisation

9. Which of the following is adjudged as the first stage in a scientific research?

     	      Idea generation

     	      Topic approval

     	--->> Problem identification

     	      Topic formulation

10. Dichotomous variables have how many values?
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     	      1

     	--->> 2

     	      3

     	      4
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